Your Luxury Password is “FREE”

For the next 90 days, we want to give you this $279 cultured pearl necklace. FREE!

A few years of ownership how the rare gift got rare. When you think about the millionaire’s club, the secret is simple: “Don’t spend a penny if you don’t have to.” Apparently, wealth has less to do with family history, fancy education, and investment strategy than we thought. It has everything to do with “FREE.” You may be shocked to hear that we’re giving away luxury. For the next 90 days, this stunning Aria Cultured Pearl Necklace (previously sold for $279) is FREE. The one-per-patient get these kind of deals daily. Now it’s your turn.

We leveled the luxury playing field. Once you’re loaded, you simply stop paying for stuff. Upgrades become automatic. And everything from cocktails to coconuts seat arrive “compliments of the house.” That’s what makes the good life go. Why do wealthy CEOs and celebrities get showered with giveaways because people want to impress them? Not so. We’d rather impress YOU.

Quite Simply, the Most Spectacular Offer in Jewelry History!

But because you won’t believe what we’ve reserve for the select, we’re going to keep this exclusive offer a secret. Is this the “Greatest Jewelry Offer in History?” Maybe. All that matters is that we get your attention. Take the necklace in our gift and then take a close look at our exclusive selection of jewelry and vintage-inspired watches. We’re betting you’ll be back for more. And we’re ready to surprise you again.

A timeless classic, always in style. Fashions come and go, but the simple elegance of a pearl necklace is forever. This continuous, 28" strand features extra large 7.8mm white cultured pearls. The 28" extra long length lets you slip it on and off with ease. Each Aria Necklace is hand-strung and hand-knotted to keep every precious pearl in place. No two pearls are exactly alike, so every necklace is unique.

Please act quickly. You can understand that this exclusive FREE offer isn’t forever. We are only able to make a limited number of necklaces available. To ensure that you are one of the fortunate callers to receive the Aria Cultured Pearl Necklace—for nothing more than $24.95 in shipping and handling—please call the number below within 90 days. This offer is strictly limited to one FREE necklace per shipping address.

Offer Limited to First 2500 Respondents

28" Aria Cultured Pearl Necklace —$249 Your Cost— FREE — pay only $24.95 shipping & processing. For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day 1-800-806-1525

Promotional Code: FPN913-03
Please mention this code when you call.

Stauer
www.stauer.com
14101 Southwest Drive, Dept. FPN913-03
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55377

Are cultured pearls real? In the 1950s, Japanese scientists used a growth stimulation process to create pearl nuclei from the natural pearl. By the late 1960s, they had successfully developed a way to create cultured pearls. They are real, but they require care to ensure their longevity. Make sure to avoid scratch marks and store them in their original box when not in use.

Your star treatment begins now. Only Stauer can put you in the spotlight. You’ve heard of the luxury gifts handed out on the red carpet? Well, we’ve taken those “goodie bags” and made them YOURS. Call today and help yourself to the 28" Aria Cultured Pearl Necklace... absolutely FREE! (you pay only the basic shipping & handling of $24.95). Why on Earth would we do this? Read on...

It’s okay to be skeptical. I know it sounds too good to be true, but the truth is that our success doesn’t depend on selling you one necklace. Our goal is to build a relationship. Stop reading. Browse the web. You can easily pay hundreds (even thousands) more for a similar strand of cultured pearls.

Our Sexuality, Our Selves

Who are you and what turns you on? By Molly Forman

There are countless ways to do the deed, but not everyone likes having sex in every way. What shapes each person’s preferences?

Your personality seems to play a role, according to a study of 607 college students led by Ashley Peterson, a psychologist at the State University of New York at New Paltz. The researchers examined how a battery of traits predicts preferences for masturbation, as well as vaginal, oral, and anal sex.

Some findings were unexpected. Openness correlated with a preference for variety, for example. But some of the links between carnal desire and inner character caught researchers by surprise.

Between the Sheets

Peterson originally thought that extraversion would correlate with a preference for variety. Since extraverts are generally more promiscuous, she expected that they would also be more likely to enjoy experimentation and many kinds of sex. But the research turned up too much of a link in men or women—most likely because Peterson’s study looked at what people like to do when they have sex, not how often they like to have it. Outgoing folks might have a lot of sex, but they don’t necessarily want to mix things up.

The reverse is also true. You can be introverted and still like a range of sex acts, but you might do them with fewer people,” says Peterson.

Certain traits were associated with an aversion to particular acts. Studies participants ranking high in conscientiousness or agreeableness tended to dislike anal sex. Peterson speculates that since individuals with such traits have a greater regard for

social norms, the taboo of anal sex might make it a turnoff.

The Gender Divide

Sometimes men and women with very different traits shared a preference for the same act. Neurotic men and extraverted women, for example, enjoyed performing oral sex—but extraverted men and neurotic women did not.

Some coital preferences are predicted by gender alone. "Men like every sex act more than women do," Peterson says. They are also—perhaps consequently—more likely to favor casual sex. (The study sample, however, was students; sexual predilections can ebb and flow across lifetime.)

On one measure, Peterson found no difference between men and women: They are equally likely to enjoy vaginal sex. "Vaginal sex is the only sex act that is actually reproductive, and evolution favors traits that increase reproductive success," she says. But if there’s one thing the study shows, it’s that reproductive sex is not enough for everyone. "Many other forms of sexual behavior trigger intimate relationships in our species."